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'Mijn ideale boek; mysterie, liefde, liefdesverdriet en vreugde - ik kon het niet wegleggen.'
Santa Montefiore Wanneer de negentienjarige Gwendolyn Hooper trouwt met de rijke,
charmante Laurence, popelt ze om bij hem op zijn theeplantage te gaan wonen. Vol optimisme
verruilt ze daarom het vertrouwde Londen voor het platteland van Sri Lanka. Het leven daar
blijkt echter niet te zijn wat Gwen ervan had gehoopt. Laurence, plotseling stil en afstandelijk,
maakt lange dagen, waardoor Gwen voornamelijk op zichzelf is aangewezen. Terwijl ze de
plantage haar thuis probeert te maken, stuit ze op relicten uit een mysterieus verleden:
gesloten deuren, een vergeelde bruidssluier en een verborgen en overwoekerde grafsteen. Als
ze Laurence confronteert met haar ontdekkingen slaat het noodlot toe, en komt Gwen voor een
onmogelijke keuze te staan. De vrouw van de theeplanter is een onvergetelijk, meeslepend
verhaal dat zich afspeelt in Sri Lanka tijdens de jaren twintig en dertig, over een jonge vrouw
die een keuze moet maken tussen haar plichtsgevoel als echtgenote en haar instinct als
moeder. Dinah Jefferies werd in 1948 in Maleisië geboren. Ze verhuisde toen ze negen was
naar Engeland, maar behield altijd een grote voorliefde voor Zuidoost-Azië. Pas recentelijk
publiceerde ze haar eerste roman, Het afscheid van de tropen, en een jaar later haar tweede,
De vrouw van de theeplanter. Dinah Jefferies woont met haar man in Gloucestershire. 'Een
aangrijpend verhaal over liefde, jaloezie, hebzucht en tragedie.' WOMAN&HOME 'Rijk en
ongelooflijk levensecht. De vrouw van de theeplanter is historische fictie op haar best.
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Gewoonweg betoverend.' THE SUNDAY EXPRESS
Written in English by a Japanese scholar in 1906, ""The Book of Tea"" is an elegant attempt to
explain the philosophy of the Japanese Tea Ceremony, with its Taoist and Zen Buddhist roots,
to a Western audience in clear and simple terms. One of the most widely-read English works
about Japan, it had a profound influence on western undertsanding of East Asian tradition.
Enlivened with quotations from some of our b est-known poets and writers, The Book of Tea
and Coffee reco unts the history of the two beverages, and offers advice on appreciating the
different blends on offer. '
Matcha is a Japanese green tea powder that is fondly referred to by teapigs as ‘a superhero
among teas’, thanks to its natural antioxidant qualities. It is widely consumed in both food and
drink in Japan, but is becoming increasingly popular around the world as its health benefits and
unique taste are embraced globally. Louise Cheadle and Nick Kilby uncover the history behind
this phenomenal green powder, looking at how matcha is specially grown, graded and ground.
They also examine the health benefits of this super tea, which has been used for centuries by
Buddhist monks to keep them focused during meditation, and how it is used today to flavour
everything from Kit Kats to Oreos, bread to ice cream. Matcha shots were served at New York
Fashion Week in 2015, reflecting the growing popularity of this fascinating beverage, and many
are predicting matcha will replace kale as the next big ‘superfood’. Detailing the history of
matcha, how it’s produced, its immense health benefits and its varied culinary uses, The Book
of Matcha also features over 40 recipes that show you how to use this versatile and antioxidant
ingredient at home.
Matcha is a Japanese green tea powder that is fondly known by teapigs as 'a superhero
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among teas', thanks to its natural antioxidant qualities. It is widely consumed in drinks and food
in Japan, but is becoming increasingly popular around the world as its health benefits and
unique taste are embraced globally. Louise Cheadle and Nick Kilby uncover the history behind
this phenomenal green powder, looking at how matcha is specially grown, graded and ground.
They also examine the health benefits of this super tea, which has been used for centuries by
Buddhist monks to keep them focused during meditation and how it is used today to flavour
everything from kit kats to oreos, bread to ice cream. Matcha shots were served at New York
Fashion Week in 2015 reflecting the growing popularity of this fascinating beverage, and many
are predicting matcha will replace kale as the next big 'superfood'. Detailing the history of
matcha, how it's produced, its immense health benefits and its varied culinary uses, The Book
of Matcha also features more than 40 recipes that show you how to use this versatile and
antioxidant ingredient at home.
An illustrated introduction to the ancient culture of tea in China and its popularisation around
the world.
Traces the history, myth and rituals of tea growing and tea drinking from the tea gardens of
Burma to the tea rooms of London. A beautifully illustrated and designed volume, with its
exceptional selection of archival and contemporary documents, makes a delightful contribution
to our understanding of the culture and traditions surrounding one of the world's most popular
and extraordinary beverages.
Winner of Fortnum & Mason Food and Drink Awards Drink Book Award 2019 Shortlisted for
the André Simon Drinks Book of the Year Award 'Masterfully written, beautifully photographed'
Nigel Slater This journey to the world's finest teas, captured in extraordinary photography,
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brings alive the aroma, taste and texture of this drink in all its many nuances, and will give
connoisseurs and casual readers alike a much deeper understanding of how great tea is
created. Includes sections on botany, cultivation, processing methods and the impact tea has
had, and continues to have, on culture. The Life of Tea also follows Michael and Timothy's
travels in China, Japan, India and Sri Lanka, featuring the producers of some of the world's
finest teas and the characteristics that make these teas so sought after. This book is the
ultimate guide for tea enthusiasts, following the journey from plantation to pot.

Darjeeling's tea bushes stretch across a picturesque landscape steeped in
religious, sacred and mythical history. Planted at high elevation in the heart of the
Eastern Himalayas, in an area of northern India bound by Nepal to the west,
Bhutan to the east and Sikkim to the north, the rows of brilliant green, waist-high
shrubs that coat the steep slopes and valleys around this Victorian 'hill town'
produce only a fraction of the world's tea, and less than one per cent of India's
total. Yet the tea from this limited crop, with its characteristic bright, ambercoloured brew and muscatel flavours – delicate and flowery, with hints of apricots
and peaches – is generally considered the best on the globe. This is the story of
how Darjeeling developed its prodigious tea industry under Imperial British rule
and eventually came to produce some of the highest-quality leaves in the world.
It is a fascinating portrait of the region from the days of the Raj to that of the
'voodoo farmers' of the present day, who get world-record prices for their fine
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teas, all set against the backdrop of the looming Himalayas and drenching
monsoons. It is a story rich in intrigue and empire, full of adventurers and unlikely
successes in culture and religion, ecology and terroir, and one that began with
one of the most audacious acts of corporate smuggling in history. It is also the
tale of how the industry had spiralled into decline by the end of the twentieth
century, and how this paradisiacal spot in the high Himalayas seethes with union
unrest and a violent struggle for independent statehood. It is on the front line
against the devastating effects of climate change and decades of harmful farming
practices, a war that is being fought in some tea gardens – and, astonishingly,
won – using radical methods.
Presents profiles of forty popular herbs and spices used for making tea, and
includes advice for growing, gathering, blending, and brewing
An engaging historical survey of tea in literature from ancient China to today. The
History of Tea focuses on tea and tea time in books, plays, and poems. Whether
used for flirtation or a reason to bring key characters together, this delightful book
explores our relationship with tea through fiction. Divided into chapters to include
a brief tea history, romantic teas and tea parties (from the infamous Boston Tea
Party to the bizarre Madhatter’s Tea Party), Claire Hopley takes us on a walk
through the long, dark tea time—of literature. The use of recipes based on the
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scenes in the featured books is bound to appeal to readers.
A practical and entertaining guide to tea and herbs, filled with fascinating facts
and lore on the history of tea, the culture surrounding it, and the many ways the
leaf can be enjoyed. Cleverly packaged as a reprint of a long-lost early document
written by the Republic's Minister of Leaves. 60 line drawings.
"Since the 1980s, China has developed a broader and deeper connection with
the world. One of the most intriguing aspects of Chinese culture is its rich cuisine
and fascinating cooking. China is a nation with a long history of food culture, and
food has become an essential part of Chinese culture. This book tells in sprightly
and straightforward language about the structure of traditional Chinese food, food
customs for festivals and celebrations in China, Chinese dining etiquette,
traditional food and cooking methods, healthy and medicinal diets, as well as
historical exchanges of foods between China and other nations. It can present to
the readers a complete and truthful picture of the summarized history and culture
of Chinese food."-Full-color introduction to all facets of tea culture in China, from early history to
date.
""I'm breathless! This journey through ""The Book of Gardens"" touched me so
deeply. Day after day I was bathed by the words. I was comforted and
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confronted. I was overwhelmed by curiosity and calm, urgent intellectual
stimulation and an emotional embrace. I am in awe of Phil's ability to lead me one
step at a time as if he were holding my hand and pushing me at the same time....
I'm full to the brim, shaken up, like love, at a stand-still with gratitude."" - Maggie
Merritt Nevada USA - ""The passion and beautifully crafted language unites the
subjects of I-Ching, meditation, economy, and ecology. I emerged with renewed
excitement for meditation, and a deepened understanding of the choices we face
for humanity to survive on this world."" - Nicolas Albright Nelson Canada - A
practical manual for decision making, The Book of Gardens includes a summary
of how to use the I-Ching and learn Mindfulness Meditation. Amid the Changes
upon us all today, what direction will you take?
"Transcending the narrow confines of its title, presents a unified concept of life,
art and nature. Along the way exploring topics related to tea appreciation,
including Zen, flower arranging and Taoism. An early cultural activist, Okakura's
mission was to preserve Japanese art and aesthetic practices from an extinction
that seemed imminent." —The Japan Times Now in paperback with a new
foreword and new photographs! This classic work by Okakura Kakuzo has
inspired many generations of readers by illuminating the underlying spirit and
message of the venerable Japanese tea masters. The Book of Tea doesn't focus
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on the tea ceremony itself, but rather on the Zen Buddhist philosophy behind it.
Kakuzo teaches us to cultivate an everyday awareness of the beauty in all the
common things around us. His powerful message is even more relevant today
than when he wrote this book, and it serves as a wonderful introduction to the
aesthetics of Japanese culture. This edition has a new foreword by Andrew
Juniper, who runs the Wabi-Sabi Art Gallery in West Sussex, England, and an
introduction by Liza Dalby, the first American woman to be fully trained as a
geisha in Japan in the 1970's. In 1906, in turn-of-the-century Boston, a small,
esoteric book about tea was written with the intention of being read aloud in the
famous salon of Isabella Stewart Gardner—Boston's most notorious socialite. It
was authored by Okakura Kakuzo, a Japanese philosopher, art expert, and
curator. Little known at the time, Kakuzo would emerge as one of the great
thinkers of the early 20th century, a genius who was insightful, witty, and greatly
responsible for bridging Western and Eastern cultures. Okakura had been taught
at a young age to speak English, and was more than capable of expressing to
Westerners the nuances of tea and the Japanese Tea Ceremony. Nearly a
century later, Kakuzo's The Book of Tea is still beloved the world over, making it
an essential part of any tea enthusiast's collection. Interwoven with a rich history
of Japanese tea and its place in Japanese society is a poignant commentary on
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Asian culture and our ongoing fascination with it, as well as illuminating essays
on art, spirituality, poetry, and more. The Book of Tea is a delightful cup of
enlightenment from a man far ahead of his time.
Traveling from East to West over thousands of years, tea has played a variety of roles on the
world scene – in medicine, politics, the arts, culture, and religion. Behind this most serene of
beverages, idolized by poets and revered in spiritual practices, lie stories of treachery,
violence, smuggling, drug trade, international espionage, slavery, and revolution. Liquid Jade's
rich narrative history explores tea in all its social and cultural aspects. Entertaining yet
informative and extensively researched, Liquid Jade tells the story of western greed and
eastern bliss. China first used tea as a remedy. Taoists celebrated tea as the elixir of
immortality. Buddhist Japan developed a whole body of practices around tea as a spiritual
path. Then came the traumatic encounter of the refined Eastern cultures with the first Western
merchants, the trade wars, the emergence of the ubiquitous English East India Company.
Scottish spies crisscrossed China to steal the secrets of tea production. An army of smugglers
made fortunes with tea deliveries in the dead of night. In the name of "free trade" the English
imported opium to China in exchange for tea. The exploding tea industry in the eighteenth
century reinforced the practice of slavery in the sugar plantations. And one of the reasons why
tea became popular in the first place is that it helped sober up the English, who were virtually
drowning in alcohol. During the nineteenth century, the massive consumption of tea in England
also led to the development of the large tea plantation system in colonial India – a story of
success for British Empire tea and of untold misery for generations of tea workers. Liquid Jade
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also depicts tea's beauty and delights, not only with myths about the beginnings of tea or the
lovers' legend in the familiar blue-and-white porcelain willow pattern, but also with a rich and
varied selection of works of art and historical photographs, which form a rare and
comprehensive visual tea record. The book includes engaging and lesser-known topics,
including the exclusion of women from seventeenth-century tea houses or the importance of
water for tea, and answers such questions as: "What does a tea taster do?" "How much
caffeine is there in tea?" "What is fair trade tea?" and "What is the difference between black,
red, yellow, green, or white tea?" Connecting past and present and spanning five thousand
years, Beatrice Hohenegger's captivating and multilayered account of tea will enhance the
experience of a steaming "cuppa" for tea lovers the world over.
SHORTLISTED for The Fortnum & Mason Food & Drink Awards 2016 From the founders of
Teapigs, this is a book about tea like no other. Packed full of infographics and illustrations, as
well as recipes, this complete compendium is a celebration of tea-drinking around the world:
from drinking masala chai in tea shacks in India or from a samovar in Russia, to the dramatic
pouring of Moroccan mint tea and the brewing of a salty butter tea in Tibet. From plant to pot,
learn everything there is to know about tea; how it's enjoyed around the world and the origins
of different teas, where they come from and how they are processed. Take a visual journey,
with the tea leaf, and see what happens during the processing business as well as learning
about the different types of tea and what each needs to bring out its very best in terms of taste.
Find the answers to all those important tea-related questions such as should you slurp or sip
your tea? Is a cup or a bowl best for drinking tea? To dunk or not to dunk – that is the
question? And how can tea influence your mood? Finally, work your way through the 30 or so
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delicious recipes that offer inspiration for using tea in cooking or partnering recipes with the
best teas; from tea-infused beef on a green papaya salad to Earl Grey shortbread heart
biscuits. Put the kettle on, make yourself a brew, and curl up with this informative and beautiful
guide to all things tea.
Let Joseph Wesley Uhl be your guide to the entire world of tea; from peeks into tea production
around the world to brewing your own blends at home. "Water is the mother of tea, a teapot its
father, and fire the teacher." -- Chinese Proverb As one of the most consumed beverages in
the world, a cup of tea is a common shared experience across cultures and traditions.
Companies and consumers alike are reawakening to the benefits of high-quality, unprocessed,
natural beverages, and tea is a perfect obsession for anyone interested in artisan food and
healthy eating. In The Art and Craft of Tea, entrepreneur and enthusiast Joseph Wesley Uhl
brings to the story of tea its due reverence, making its history, traditions, and possibilities
accessible to all. If you want to go beyond reading and enter your kitchen, Joseph offers
"recipes" for creating your own tea blends using natural ingredients. Inside you'll find: - A
detailed overview of tea's history and origins - Thoughtful descriptions of global brewing
methods - Innovative ideas for iced tea, tea cocktails, and DIY blends.
The Tale of Tea presents a comprehensive history of tea from prehistoric times to the present
day in a single volume, covering the fascinating social history of tea and the origins, botany
and biochemistry of this singularly important cultigen
The Book of Coffee and Tea is a passionate guide to selecting, tasting, preparing, and serving
the beverages caffeine connoisseurs can't live without. Written by acknowledged experts in the
coffee-roasting and tea-importing business, this book will tell you everything you ever wanted
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to know about that beloved cup of joe (or orange pekoe), including how to: distinguish between
Kona, Jamaican, Mocha, Java, and the other varieties of coffee; choose the method of brewing
that's best for you; make the perfect cup of coffee at the ideal temperature, no mater which
method you choose; recognize ginseng, oolong, Earl Grey Ceylon, and the myriad other types
of tea; blend and prepare your own herbal teas at home; recognize quality and freshness; find
the best coffee, tea, equipment, and accessories, using the completely updated mail order
section. Rich with the lore, steeped in tradition, and brimming with expert information, this is
the only book coffee and tea lovers will ever need.
Tea is a beverage with roots all over the globe, from English tearooms to the mountains of
Tibet. This exquisitely illustrated volume leads readers on an investigation of the many faces of
tea: a mythic plant, a ceremony, the cause of wars (remember the Boston Tea Party), and
ultimately one of the world's favorite beverages. The Book of Tea provides a comprehensive
history and background of the beloved ritual of tea, providing photographed accounts of tea
farming, tea barons and, teatime, and capturing the various tastes and nuances of teas from
around the world. This book, based on the original Flammarion title The Book of Tea, is now
edited and brought up to date. This book acts as both a guide to the appreciation of tea and a
travel guide to the regions responsible for the production of tea, including Asia, the Middle
East, and parts of Africa. Anyone who loves tea will be delighted by the chance to delve into
the magnificent photography and descriptive writing of The Book of Tea.
Tea is one of the most popular beverages that are being consumed all over the world. Tea is
known as a soothing drink and a way of life. Owing to its increasing demand, tea is considered
to be one of the major components of world beverage market. Tea is very beneficial for health
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and is also known as anticarcinogenic properties. Green tea acts as an antiviral agent.
Growing tea requires sufficient amount of work and there is additional level of work that must
be incorporated to harvest it. Tea is cultivated in tropical and sub tropical regions. There are
various kinds of tea such as black tea, green, oolong tea that can be obtained from real tea
plant, Camellia sinensis. The making of different varieties of tea mainly depends upon plucking
and rolling, spreading, storing process. The handbook describes aspects of tea cultivation,
ranging from the history of old crop, machinery & equipment for various Tea, biological control,
organic tea- and many more. This is a sincere attempt to open up the world of this wonderful
beverage, its cultivation methods, types of tea available worldwide, manufacturing process, to
the common man. Some of the fundamentals of the book are growth of tea in other countries,
tea in Indian economy, biochemical constituents, pharmacological properties, selection,
pollination and propagation, nutritional requirements, growth, photosynthesis and respiration,
nursery management, water theory, oxidative degradation of protein, biological effect of
polyphenols, analysis of tea, tea processing, green tea processing, tea bag production etc.
This book will be a mile stone for its readers who are new to this sector, will also find useful for
entrepreneurs, tea scientists and tea research establishments.
Liversidge shows you how to grow a large variety of plants in your own garden, on a balcony or
even on a window sill, to create your own tea cupboard. From growing your tea from seeds,
cuttings, or small plants, as well as which parts of the plant are used to make tea, she lays out
when and how to harvest your plants; how to dry it to make tea you can store to last you
throughout the year; how to make up fresh and dried teabags; and how to serve a delicious
homegrown tea.
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Dit belangrijkste werk van de Japanner Okakura is in 1906 in het Engels en in 1931 in
het Nederlands verschenen. Het boekje gaat over de geschiedenis, de kunst en de
omgeving van thee en het theedrinken. Het gaat echter ook over de Japanse cultuur en
filosofie. De teksten zijn geworteld in de religieuze waarden van boeddhisme, daoïsme
en confucianisme. In de architectuur, de kunst en het bloemschikken klinkt vervolgens
heel duidelijk het estheticisme van zen door. De auteur heeft het over liefde voor het
eenvoudige en over schoonheid van bescheidenheid.
Barbara Crooker's eighth book of poetry, The Book of Kells, focuses on the illuminated
medieval manuscript with a series of meditations on its various aspects, from the ink
and pigments used by the scribes and illustrators to the various plants, animals, and
figures depicted on its pages, including the punctuation and use of decoration in the
capital letters. It also contains poems on the flora and fauna of Ireland (swans, hares,
magpies, fuchsia, gorse, crocosmia, etc.) that Crooker encountered during writing
residencies at the Tyrone Guthrie Centre in County Monaghan. The third thread in this
volume is a series of glosas, a fifteenth-century Spanish form that incorporates a
quatrain from other poems; here, Irish writers (Yeats, Heaney, O'Driscoll) provide the
embedded lines. In her work, Crooker considers the struggle to pin lines to the page, to
tie experience to the written word, to wrestle between faith and doubt, to accept the
aging body as it tries to be fully alive in the world. Crooker contrasts the age of faith,
when the Book of Kells was created, to our modern age of doubt, and uses as her
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foundation the old stones of Irish myth and lore from pre-Christian times. She
juxtaposes a time when the written word was laborious and sacred against our
electronic world, where communication by pixel is easy and brief. Above all, she
captures the awe that the word inspired in preliterate times: “The world was the Book of
God. The alphabet shimmered and buzzed with beauty.”
"These seeds will captivate you whether you're a gardener or not." - The Washington
Post "A sumptuous guide to 600 of the world’s weirdest and most beautiful species,
from the black seed with hair like Donald Trump to pinhead-sized orchid seeds." - The
Guardian "The book drives home the incredible botanical wealth that is found on our
precious blue planet." - The English Garden True time capsules of life, seeds are
significant items of hope and promise. They are the most complex organs plants ever
produce, and come in an enormously diverse range of shapes, sizes, and colours; from
the impressive coco de mer nut to the microscopic seeds of an orchid, to the
extraordinary cobalt blue of the traveller’s palm pit. Seeds are often overshadowed by
the adult plant’s size and show. Here, 600 seeds are spotlit, each given equal
attention, each shown as glorious photographs, life size and in detail, alongside an
engraving of the parent plant. Every profile includes a population distribution map, a
table of essential information, and a commentary revealing notable characteristics,
related species, and a diagnosis of the specimen’s importance in terms of taxonomy,
rarity, dispersal method, and scientific significance. Arranged taxonomically, this
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essential reference reveals the variety and importance of seeds to an extent never seen
before.
This work provides a guide to the history and production of tea, equipage and advice on
preparing and brewing tea. It includes a directory of countries, with each entry featuring
a map which shows the tea growing regions. Each tea featured is illustrated with three
colour photographs showing the dried leaf, the leaf after infusion, and the colour of the
liquor. The flavour and colour characteristics are given with brewing hints and drinking
recommendations. The first section comprises of the main producers - China, India,
Indonesia, Sri Lanka and Taiwan. The second section features smaller producers Australia, Argentina, Azores, Brazil, Malaysia and Uganda.
The Book of Secrets is a step by step guide to find the best meditation suitable for you.
112 methods of meditation are described and introduced here with helpful background
information to give contemporary people a door to meditation. Reading this book, not
only will your outlook on life change, but so will your life. If you want to know more
about life and yourself this is your book. Each chapter that focuses on describing
specific meditation techniques is followed by a chapter of questions from those who
were present during the talks. In most cases, their questions relate to the techniques
given in the previous chapter. So, as you start to experiment with a technique, it will be
helpful to look into these chapters for some extra hint, some greater depth of
understanding, or response to a question that might have arisen for you in your
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experiments.
"Plant a tea plant and watch it grow! Grow Your Own Tea is truly a masterpiece how-to
guide to cultivating and enjoying the sacred leaf. It will delight even the armchair
gardener and casual tea lover." —James Norwood Pratt, author of James Norwood
Pratt’s Tea Dictionary Tea lovers, make a fresh pot, sit down with this delightful guide,
and discover the joys of growing and processing your own tea at home. Tea farmer
Christine Parks and enthusiast Susan Walcott cover it all from growing tea plants and
harvesting leaves, to the distinct processes that create each tea’s signature flavors. In
this comprehensive handbook, you’ll discover tea’s ancient origins, learn about the
single plant that produces white, green, oolong, and black teas, and discover step-bystep instructions for plucking, withering, and rolling. Simple recipes that highlight the
flavor of tea and creative uses for around the home round out this must-read for tea
fans.
With this book, readers can see how and where tea is produced, and the differences
between the various types. Equally of interest to both a novice tea-drinker and a
devoted one, the book is packed with unusual anecdotes and observations, which will
both entertain and inform. Color photos.
A detailed description of the history, philosophy, and practice of the Japanese tea
ceremony examines the meaning of tea in traditional Japanese culture and evokes the
spirit of Asian culture as a whole.
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Our popular Charming Petites "TM" have eye-catching 4-color art and a wide array of
subjects. Each has a 24K gold-plated or silver-plated charm to keep on the ribbon
bookmark or to wear on a bracelet or necklace. History, types of tea, afternoon tea
recipes. Diecut. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Includes a survey of the history and lore of green tea and suggestions on buying,
storing, and brewing it
Everything—from the mundane (the pencil) to the catastrophic (the atom bomb)—has an
origin, but often it’s not what we expect. A few things you may not have known: •
Gandhi was married at age thirteen! • Chinese fortune cookies are an American
invention and were not eaten in China until the 1990s when they were advertised as
“Genuine American Fortune Cookies.” • Bayer lost the trademark for aspirin (which
they had held since 1897) as part of the reparations Germany was forced to pay after
World War I. • The original idea for the electric chair came from an American dentist.
For aspiring mindblowers and wanna-be know-it-alls, The Book of Origins is a treasure
trove of trivia and fascinating facts guaranteed to entertain and enlighten.
Tea is a unique crop and, incidentally, a very interesting and attractive one. The tea
bush, its cultivation and harvesting do not fit into any typical cropping pattern.
Moreover, its processing and marketing are specific to tea. Thus the Tea Industry
stands apart and constitutes a self contained entity. This is reflected in the title given to
this book, Tea: Cultivation to consumption, and its treatment of the subject. The book is
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logically planned - starting with the plant itself and finishing with the traditional'cuppa'.
Every aspect of tea production is covered, inevitably some in greater detail than others.
However, it gives an authentic and comprehensive picture of the tea industry. The text
deals in detail with cultural practices and research, where desirable, on a regional
basis. The technology of tea cultivation and processing has been developed within the
industry, aided by applied research which was largely financed by the tea companies
themselves. This contributed to a technically competent industry but tended to bypass
the more academic and fundamental investigations which might bring future rewards.
The sponsorship of research has now widened and the range and depth of tea research
has increased accordingly. The editors and authors of this book have played their part
in these recent developments which are well reported in the book.
A fascinating insight into Japanese life and society from an author who knows the
country extraordinarily well. An understanding of that most elusive of concepts:
“Japanese-ness.” The author brings a detachment, from being an outsider, to dissect
the country’s society and culture
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